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Tape begins after the talk had started. 
 
Swami: Sometimes they die. They are doing the process with the 
diseases - Ayappa.  Sometimes they walk until the Kerala, such a 
strong determination - do or die. When they're walking, and walking, 
and walking, and walking, some hundreds of miles later - fell sick, 
high temperature - the determination to go by walk. Even they're 
ready to die, Sai people they never care, focus on Ayappa. If you 
died, burying him, putting some symbol, going their path - never 
telephoning back to their home what's going on what happened. Go 
ahead… Millions of people visited to the temple. Spirituality is like a, 
when the soul become very strong, high powerful, then they focus 
something, like Arjuna when the Dronacharya is making to him to 
shoot a bird eye - focusing on bird eye, whatever it happens, it 
happens - focusing on bird eye.  
 
Only few students, few people can get that. Like a high focused 
people they never failure.  Even though they have focus, they are 
very good intelligent. Too much focus people, they are very good, 
smart, they can clear up what they have the mess. You understand? 
Automatcally, they're so smart they can clear up, they can put their 
focus - finally they win it. Like a blindly focus - very danger. They 
have to understand themselves, what they are doing, what they are 
doing, ok then focus. Simply, “Ok, I'm doing spiritual path what is 
my goal to reach certain stage, then what I should do this… After 
receiving a fruit what I should do this… have to have some plans,  
“Ok to spread in the universe to work as much as I can, enjoy the 
happiness.” Then after,  “Ok - take off.”  Ok, simply I have to take the 
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spiritual power, taking… You have no idea how to do that – super, 
super, failure, you understand?  Ok, what is the next question? 
 
Myuri:  What is your prophecy, you know prophecy? 
 
Swami:  No. What? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Prediction. 
 
Myuri: Prediction, five year, maybe ten years in the future, your 
strong students, even if you are not here... 
 
Swami: I have very strong faith on all my students ninety percent. 
Easily they can handle some thousands of people, each student. Each 
student can make thousands of students easily like that. Like simply 
laughing and talking they can share their energy easily, they can play 
with thousands of students. From the 2,000 big spiritual hungry is 
starting, big spiritual revolution, the healers, big spiritual masters 
they need in the universe. 
 
Virginia:  Starting next year? 
 
Swami:  One hundred percent, no doubt on that. If the God's really's 
little crazy from the universe - big disasters, earthquake, lot of floods 
- crazy stuff.  Still is a big mystery, to be honest a big mystery - to the 
energy. If the energy started to a little shaking, huge destroys one 
hundred percent. Is completely like everybody in the nature 
waiting… Whole world, if they started to producing high positive 
energy, there's a big chance they can make the energy balance. If they 
can't maintain the balance, gave up, they simply gave up. Nobody no 
have any idea which city, which country is getting hit - destroyed. 
Everyday newspaper, television watching - gosh. Big spiritual 
hunger… Even it is coming very small like Turkey, there, here, 
there… when it started to like big shaking - pops out. 
 
Virginia:  (inaudible question) 
 
Swami:  I have no idea what she saying, Nancy can you explain? 
 
Nancy:  Will the disasters make people turn to the spirituality? 
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Swami: You are right, but it's too late. The bird ready to produce the 
eggs… if the bird started to make the nest, the bird cannot protect the 
eggs - you understand?  Advancely the people have to understand 
the big revolution, has to come to take care the energy, otherwise big 
problem. Here it's not happening for sure, what my feeling, but it will 
happen some disasters, then after the people started to think. But 
they can maintain the balance after few years later, but overall there's 
a big tragedy scenes will come - no doubt.  After tragedies scenes, 
only they can bring the energy, they can maintain. 
 
Ramakrishna: I have a question. If somebody never meets you, if 
someone just gets the book lets say and they follow the program of 
the Five Elements... 
 
Swami:  Done! 
 
Ramakrishna:  They can heal? 
 
Swami:  They can do it simply they can do it. To me, I learn most all 
of sixty, seventy percent from the palm leaves. No teacher, simply lay 
downing myself reading, taking a book, going on the mountain, just 
reading and simply, “Ok, it's there - clear.” 
 
Myuri:  Swami, do you advise to go in the order Earth, Fire, Sky? 
 
Swami:  Yes, yes, for sure. 
 
Nancy:  Do they have to complete all five before they can begin? 
 
Swami: At least minimum, they have to complete three elements, 
minimum. They have to do Sky every day like few minutes, then 
Earth and Fire - they have to minimum.  That's not a big deal, I think 
they can complete in a four months, four, five months? 
 
Ramakrishna:  She made in one month, one and half month. 
 
Swami: Even the normal students like four months maximum - yeah 
it's done. I want to put English prayers, but after talking some 
beautiful friends, they, they didn't get good opinion on that. They 
can't focus on one process, “Oh, maybe I should do English. Oh, 
maybe I should do Sanskrit, oh…” like big confusion, putting in the 
big confusion. Like a one person, one time he's doing this mantra, 
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again he changing like English prayer, then after doing middly, then 
he wants to give up the Sanskrit prayer and he wants to go to English 
prayer.  There's something little, if his emotions go heavy, then he 
want to swift English prayer, then coming back again - little crazy 
tragedy hitting him like one process do… then he can't change, it's 
there like a, ‘c - i - t  cat,’   ‘c – i - t cat,’ there is no any spelling for 
that, for to cat - only c – i - t.  But this Christmas program I'm giving 
the Sai Shakti Healing Techniques.  It's a new chapter, like sixty 
percent English prayers and forty percent Sanskrit prayers. In entire 
universe it's coming, all different healings, Reiki healing, Kandana 
healing, Chaydana healing, Atma Sandana healing, Daitra healing, 
Trineytra healing, Amrutha healing, Vishavindu healing, Nagavindu 
healing - all healings this trip, I'm talking techniques. Whatever in the 
universe, like high major process, the Japanese Buddhism healing 
techniques - think I can complete different healing techniques. Finally 
all healing techniques bringing back to like my process – easy, 
simple, powerful… What? 
 
Ramakrishna:   Sounds good. 
 
Swami: Talking about all the healing techniques, but I'm teaching all 
healing techniques.  What is next? 
 
Nancy:  Do you think that the Five Elements is the foundation to start 
to do any healing? 
 
Swami: Yes, exactly. 
 
Myuri: I have just a technical point about the Earth mantra. You 
mentioned healing with the thumb, you're doing the mantra for 
fifteen minutes, then you're decharging your thumb back in the earth. 
If you have already charged the Earth Element, do you have to 
charge before you start healing or not necessary? 
 
Swami: No, but unless you have to remember the mantra, like that… 
 
Myuri:  So you should be very strong on the mantra. 
 
Swami:  Suppose… let me say, “Bless you.”  (To Ramakrishna who was 
giving Swami a message)  If the priest, they are started to do agyam, 
they never go straightly jumping on the agyam, and they'll do like 
making fire, and do it, you watch?  Any priest never give permission, 
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anywhere tradition to them. Like beginning thirty minutes, they have 
to go like bringing the speed up, then take off - doing stuff with this 
puja, and that puja, and that puja, they have to do the stuff, then 
they'll jump on the Fire.  Here, when we started to healing… here my 
process, we no need to again to sit like ten minutes before meditate, 
then jumping on - it's not necessary. After you learn the car, if you 
want to go market, again you are practicing going market, like little 
crazy.   
 
Swami to Ramakrishna:  Slow, slow… 
 
Ramakrishna:  You gave one technique with the flowers, one flower 
for five people then throwing it out… 
 
Swami:  I told that. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Should she put in the book? 
 
Swami: In the healing techniques it's better. No, not in Elements, I 
know what I'm teaching, what I teached.  No… To the Japanese really 
big confusion to me… One time if I say this thing, next day morning 
they comes, “Ok, you teached this way.” What? Then to myself, I 
doubting on myself, again bringing the record to remind it to 
listening what I teached, “Hey, what's…?  Oh sorry, misunderstood, 
this way…” What I teached, the translator teaching to them one 
angle, then to understanding they goes to another angle.  When they 
are implementing that, they go another angle, like hundred to eighty, 
eighty to sixty then it go fifty. 
 
Nancy:  There's one more point.  On the charging, the symptoms, if 
you don't get the exact symptoms do they have to do another forty- 
one days?  How do you know if you have charged it? 
 
Swami: That's good idea, that's good question. Well, symptoms, their 
body will go a little heat, think already I told it, little dizzy like dizzy 
means sleepy, they go like a huge trance very beautiful dreams, good 
hungry, good appetite, like a big digestion, clear mind…  
 
Nancy:  For any of the elements? 
 
Swami:  Uh-huh. 
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Nancy:  So if you do the Earth and you do not get the hot thumb but 
they get the other symptoms it's ok? 
 
Swami: That's fine. Perfect. What I recommend, Earth is very 
powerful.  If they do the Earth element, they can give very good 
shaktipats, but it's not advisable to say, “Ok you can do it.”  But most 
of Earth is very powerful you know - high magnetic power.  Even we 
are dividing like Vaastu angles on the basing on the Earth - with 
Earth we have to cut this way, this way, this way, it's like a very 
powerful. 
 
Nancy: Then on the Water, you said the Water creates the energy, can 
you explain that a little? 
 
Swami:  What do you mean?  When you touch the water, each 
person have different feelings.  Suppose me, if I jump in the 
swimming pool - really I go a little crazy in negative way - my body 
doesn't accept. If I sit in front of the water, hot shower - really I loves 
that like a hot. Even it's like a cold water coming on my exact - certain 
water on me, unbelievable thoughts comes up any difficult problem, 
any persons… At the time I takes his file, I pull his file in my mind to 
think on that, like a ten hours thinking, like a ten minutes I can solve 
it - pops out. It creates the huge mind high capable thoughts, creates 
the energy. Is it makes sense guys? Most of people, whenever in the 
toilet, in there taking shower in bathtub - incredible mind thoughts 
comes up - is it makes sense? It creates your feelings very higher and 
higher, the Water have that power. 
 
Nancy: So by itself the Water is just sitting there in the tub, it's not 
creating energy, it creates energy in a person? 
 
Swami:  No, from the water it affects on them most-ofly it affects on 
them - huge relaxly. 
 
Aghni:  The ocean energy? 
 
Swami: Salty, there's no limit. You have to be like certain boundaries. 
You understand… boundaries is important for to anything. Like this 
plant, this tree, there is a boundary. If it is go like unlimited, hey, 
where is the beginning, where is the end?  To the water, even to the 
person to the eye edge, if they're seeing the edge to the swimming 
pool they feel like a huge comfortable, like a huge relief nature. Does 
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it make you sense? It's one part of security, “Ok is there.” Very 
comfortable, they feel, “ Ok, there's a boundary there.”  
 
(Question form a student could not hear)  
 
Swami: There's a new book is coming.  I checked all the Elements - 
they did a good job, ninety marks. Too much details it makes 
confusions, this is, this is, that's enough….  So our book is done?  Just 
to put my message, faith, miracles and this process to complete the 
Five Elements.  And focus is very important, basing on these four 
points just you make it Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes, I can remember that, ah patience. 
 
Swami: It's enough.  Um-hum, interest and patience… little bit on 
Baba and who am I, where is this Ashram located in India… 
 
Ramakrishna: It would be a great introduction just that story, just 
starting like first page, “A boy was sitting in an old temple studying 
for a math test…” it's a beautiful story. 
 
Swami:  Good. Good. Then the second book, no doubt, I'm putting all 
my personal, complete my personal, everything myself - Swami 
Kaleshwar. Relationship with my Mother, Mother and Father and 
family and staff, Ashram, even including the dogs, with my students, 
with Baba, with Mother Divine and with hunting cobras… 
 
Myuri:  Your cars, your phones... 
 
Swami: Everything. Why I gave the much preference, even the 
midnights somebody needs, giving answering, talking about myself. 
In which age I started to meditation, what process I failure, what I 
success, what I'm doing now, after failure what I felt, after success 
what I felt… If I started to talk it's like a big ocean, there's no end, 
there's no limit - big interesting.  So, it's done – swaha. No more 
thinking on the book, I am free bird. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Thank you Swami. 
 
Myuri: Thank you Swami. 
 

End of Session 


